
Albert Einstein handwriting font

„The font is beautiful 
… And hey, it 
won‘t make you a 
genius, but isn‘t there 
something kind of 
lovely about borrowing 
the handwriting of one 
of history ‘s favorite 
geniuses?“

A project by Harald Geisler and Elizabeth Waterhouse. 
ALBERT EINSTEIN and EINSTEIN are either trademarks or registered trademarks of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

Represented exclusively by GreenLight. Official licensed merchandise.

The Albert Einstein font  is based on Einstein’s original manuscripts 
and renders Einstein's handwriting on your computer.

A gift for you.

Redeem voucher at: haraldgeisler.com/einstein

Download the font in 5 minutes:
1.) Open haraldgeisler.com/einstein on 

your computer or mobile device.
2.) Select a single licence for yourself.
3.) Proceed to the Checkout page and 

enter the Voucher Code under the 
invoice calculation. 

4.) Enter your personal details (Name 
and Email.) 

4.) The font will be accesible for 
download immediately, a copy of the 
font will be emailed to you with your 
account information. The account 
will allow you to redownload the 
font in case you loose your files or 
change computers.

If you are looking for additional help 
to install the font, please refer to this 
FAQ and HELP PDF:

https://haraldgeisler.com/Media/FAQ-
and-HELP.pdf

“…if your colleagues 
aren’t taking you seriously, 
then perhaps you could start 
sending e-mails in a new font 
that mimics the handwriting 
of Albert Einstein.”

“…make you as brilliant as Albert Einstein. 
Or at least let you write like him. 

Or at least write in his handwriting.”
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Font of all knowledge
If your colleagues are not taking you 
seriously, then perhaps you could start 
sending e-mails in a new font that mimics 
the handwriting of Albert Einstein? The 
font (shown in the title above) has been 
developed by the German typographer 
Harald Geisler together with US-born 
dancer Elizabeth Waterhouse, who 
has a degree in physics from Harvard 
University. Geisler combed through 
samples of Einstein’s writings to gain an 
understanding of both how the physicist 
formed his letters and the pen strokes he 
used to write them. The idea for the font 
was accepted by the Einstein estate last 
year and Geisler swiftly got to work. He 
began a Kickstarter crowdfunding project 
– which has so far raised nearly $50 000 
– to extend the set of letters to lower 
and upper case as well as numbers and 
accented letters. Geisler, who has already 
created a font based on the writings of 
Sigmund Freud, told Physics World that he 
is now planning on doing the next project 
“based on a woman’s handwriting”. 
Apparently, the duo have a historical 
figure in mind and are planning to launch 
the project next year. 

Rising like a lead balloon
The classic idiom “to go down like a lead 
balloon” could soon be redundant, thanks 
to a team of students at the University of 
Bristol. By painstakingly creating a 1.6 m3 
cube made from thin sheets of lead foil, 
the students from the university’s design 
engineering department have proved that 
a lead balloon can actually rise. After 
filling the cube with air and helium, they 
tethered the structure to the ground, 
allowing it to rise by about 5-6 m. “If 
we’d let it go outside, we’re fairly sure it 
would have gone shooting up,” says team 
member Tom Bewley. It was, though, not 
easy getting air to stay in the balloon. “I 

would love to say that the whole thing was 
a seamless operation, but there was a huge 
amount of failure and revision involved,” 
he recalls. With the university year over, 
Bewley told Physics World that he will be 
spending the summer creating a “vacuum-
pump coffee dispenser” as well as a 
“controllable robot arm”. “I can only hope 
these other projects don’t involve quite as 
much tearing-out of hair,” he adds. 

Soprano star grounded
You may remember that the “classical 
crossover” soprano star Sarah Brightman 
had been undergoing strenuous training 
at Moscow’s Star City complex with 
the aim of hitching a ride on a Soyuz 
rocket to the International Space Station 
(ISS) in September (see May 2013 p3). 
The 54-year-old singer was set to pay a 
whopping £30m for a ticket that would 
have seen her embark on a 10-day journey 
into space. Brightman, who once had 
a hit with “I lost my heart to a starship 
trooper”, even recorded a special song 
in March that she planned to perform 
on the ISS. But the former Hot Gossip 
dancer has now postponed the trip, citing 
“personal family reasons” for the decision. 
One beneficiary of Brightman’s no-show 
will be the Japanese entrepreneur Satoshi 
Takamatsu who had been training as 
Brightman’s back-up. Whether he’ll do his 
own version of her planned performance 
isn’t clear. 

Empty chairs at CERN
Photographing empty 
chairs at the CERN 
particle-physics lab might 
seem a rather niche hobby, 
but Rebeca Gonzalez 
Suarez from the University 

of Nebraska is now celebrating more than 
20 000 followers to her Tumblr account 
that showcases, well, just empty seats at 
CERN. “My chairs show a part of CERN 
that visitors do not often see, but that is 
familiar to us that work here,” Suarez told 
Physics World. “In here the new and the 
old live together. It gives a perspective 
of what you are doing, following up on 
the research that others started, and also 
gives CERN a certain character.” Set up 
a year ago, Suarez says that she has been 
surprised by the amount of interest, yet 
she has no plans to start a similar photo 
blog for other labs or places she works at. 
“I think I will not do spin-offs,” she adds. 
“I will just continue taking pictures until I 
run out of chairs.”

That whole story is one of the most 
disgraceful, intellectually dishonest 
pieces of behaviour I’ve seen
Columbia University physicist Peter Woit quoted 
in Nautilus
Woit was speaking about the time when he was 
unable to post links on arXiv to his blog, where 
he writes about his issues with string theory.

Their contribution to making Britain 
great is enormous; their presence 
in the country should be actively 
celebrated, not threatened
Astronomer Sarah Kendrew from the University 
of Oxford writing in the Guardian
Kendrew complains that the UK government’s 
immigration policy is “short-sighted at best”, 
adding that it is hard to attract talent to the 
UK with a “daily barrage of anti-immigration 
headlines”. 

I am damned if I am going to die 
before I have unravelled more of 
the universe
University of Cambridge physicist Stephen 
Hawking speaking to the BBC
Hawking added that he would consider assisted 
suicide if he felt he had nothing more to 
contribute to science and was merely a burden. 

There were four partners in our 
marriage: Stephen and me, motor 
neurone disease and physics
Jane Hawking quoted in the Guardian
Hawking’s first wife on what caused the break-up 
of their relationship after 30 years of marriage. 

It is money being put into the building 
industry rather than science
University of Manchester physicist and Nobel 
laureate Andre Geim quoted in The Times
Geim takes a swipe at the UK’s new £60m 
National Graphene Institute.

I love intellectual beauty in physics 
and it was intellectual beauty of the 
highest standards
Malcolm Longair from Cambridge speaking at 
the Focus on Light conference at the University 
of Bristol
Longair remains inspired by the power and 
beauty of Maxwell’s famous 1865 paper 
that unified our thinking about electricity 
and magnetism.
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“Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the world.”  -Quoted in interview by G.S. Viereck 
, October 26,1929. Reprinted in “Glimpses of the Great”(1930). “Why is it 
that nobody understands me, yet everybody likes me?” --- Quoted in an 
interview with New York Times, March 12,1944. “I want to know God’s 
thoughts. The rest are details.” --- Quoted by E. Salaman in “ A Talk with 
Einstein”, Listener 54 (1955) “Gravitation is not responsible for people falling 
in love.” --- To Fred Wall, 1933. AEA 31–845 “I have no special talents. I am 
only passionately curious.” --- To Carl Seelig – March 11,195 2. AEA 39–013 “Only 
the one who does not question is safe from making a mistake.” --- From 
a letter to Gustav Bucky, 1945. AEA 0 37–4 62 “Everything that is really great 
and inspiring is created by the individual who can labor in freedom.” --- 
From an address at the commencement excercises of Swarthmore College, 1938 
The most beautiful experience we can experience is the mysterious. It is the 
source of all true art and science…” -From “The World As I See It” (1930), 
reprinted in Ideas and Opinions, 11. “Regarding sex education: no secrets!” 
--- To the World League for Sexual Reform, September 6,1929. AEA 48–304 “Wisdom 
is not a product of schooling but of the lifelong attempt to acquire it.” --- To 
J. Dispentiere – March 24, 1954. AEA 59–495 “The more success the quantum 
theory has, the sillier it looks.” --- To Heinrich Zangger – May 20,1 912. AEA 
39–655 “If I were to start taking care of my grooming, I would no longer 
be my own self….” --- To Elsa Löwenthal, ca. December 2, 1913. CPAE, 
Vol 5, Doc.489. “I think we have to safeguard ourselves against people who 
are a menace to others, quite apart from what may have motivated their 
deeds.” --- To Otto Juliusburger – April 11,1946. AEA 38–228 “Everything is 
determined…by forces over which we have no control. It is determined 
for the insect as well as for the star. Human beings, vegetables, or cosmic 
dust—we all dance to a mysterious tune, intoned in the distance by an 
invisible piper.” --- Quoted in interview by G.S. Viereck , October 26,1929. 
Reprinted in “Glimpses of the Great”,1930. “I lived in that solitude which is 
painful in youth, but delicious in the years of maturity.” --- Quoted in 
Portraits & Self-Portraits by George Schreiber 1935–1936. AEA 28–332 “It is not a 
lack of real affection that scares me away again and again from marriage. Is 
it a fear of the comfortable life, of nice furniture, of dishonor that I burden 
myself with, or even the fear of becoming a contented bourgeois.” --- --- 
To Elsa Löwenthal, after August 3, 1914. CPAE, Vol. 8, Doc.32. “Strenuous 
intellectual work and the study of God’s Nature are the angels that will 
lead me through all the troubles of this life with consolation, strength, and 
uncompromising rigor.” --- To Pauline Winteler – July 3,1897. AEA 29–453 “The 
aim [of education] must be the training of independently acting and 
thinking individuals who, however, see in the service to the community their 
highest life problem.” --- From Address, October 15, 1936 – Reprinted in Ideas 
and Opinions, 60. “Enjoying the joys of others and suffering with them—
these are the best guides for man.” --- To V. Bulgakow, November 4, 1931. 
AEA 45–702. “People like you and I, though mortal of course, like everyone else, 
do not grow old no matter how long we live. What I mean is that we never 
cease to stand like curious children before the great Mystery into which we 
were born.” --- To Otto Juliusburger, September 29,1942. AEA 38–238 “I believe 
that a simple and unassuming life is good for everybody, physically and 
mentally.” --- From “The World As I See It” (1930), reprinted in Ideas and 
Opinions, 8. “The true value of a human being is determined primarily by 
the measure and the sense in which he has attained liberation from the self.” 
-Albert Einstein --- From Mein Weltbild (1934). Reprinted in Ideas and 
Opinions, 12 “Nothing truly valuable arises from ambition or from a mere 
sense of duty; it stems rather from love and devotion towards men and 
towards objective things.” --- To F.S. Wada, July 30, 1947. AEA 58–934. “I 
believe the most important mission of the state is to protect the individual 
and make it possible for him to develop into a creative personality….” 
--- From address to the Disarmament Conference of 1932 (1931). Reprinted 
in Ideas and Opinions, 95. “Just as with the man in the fairy tale who turned 
whatever he touched into gold, with me everything is turned into newspaper 
clamor.” --- To Max Born, September 9, 1920. AEA 8–151.
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  Allgemeine Relativitätstheorie und Bewegungsgesetz.
  In einer jüngst erschienenen Arbeit habe…die 
Frage untersucht, ob das Bewegungs-Gesetz von Singu 
laritäten durch die Feldgleichungen der allgemeinen Rela-
tivitätstheorie bestimmt sei*. Dabei zeigte es sich, daß
das bisher allgemein vorausgesetzte Gesetz der geodätischen
Linie (………ergänzt durch elktromagnetischen
bewegenden Kräfte) im statischen bezw. stationären Falle
aus den Feldgleichungen gefolgert werden kann. Es zeigte
sich aber auch, dass diese Schlußweise sich nicht 
hypothesenfrei auf den Fall übertragen lässt, daß das 
die Singularität umgebende Feld kein stationäres ist. 
Hier musste eine zusätzliche Hypothese über den 
Charakter der Singularität gemacht werden, deren Berech-
tigung nicht erwiesen werden konnte. Dies Ergebnis 
ist von Interesse vom Gesichtspunkt der allgemeinen Frage,
ob die Feldtheorie mit den Postulaten der Quantentheorie
im Wiederspruch steht oder nicht. Die meisten Physiker
sind zwar heute der … Überzeugung,daß die Thatsachen
der Quanten die Gültigkeit einer Feldtheorie im geläufigen
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